
Dragonship Haven Meeting
Date: July 25, 2021
Attendance: Physical- 0 Digital-  (Zoom mtg ID 996 0209 4541)
Upcoming Business Meeting
● Aug 15th 2PM Zoom
● Sept 19th 2PM Zoom
● Oct 17th 2PM Zoom
Officers Reports
● Archery - Casmir

○ Archery practice is on-going. The Baronial Champion has initiated contact with
BBM for designing the Champions Day archery competition.

○ Llewellyn: BBM doesn’t currently have a baronial champion. Casimir will have to
design the contest..

● Exchequer - Maria/Llewellyn
○ I got the check from EK PayPal for $586.05 from the event. We will need to pay

$15 in NMR. I believe there were an additional 3-4 people who came to the
event, but i have not been given their checks at this time, so too the best of my
knowledge the current budget balance is $14685.17

● Fencing - Jean-Michel/Catalina
○

● Heavy - Viktor Dominik
○ No Report.

● MOL - Casimer
○ No Incidents to report! Casimer will print up more forms.

● Thrown Weapons - Leon the Navigator
○ Practice is wednesday afternoons Next one is July 28th
○ Throwing at Shoot no Pennsic went well
○ Practice 2 weeks ago was rained out

● Chamberlain - Agapios
○ Everything is back in storage from the event.
○ We still need to look into replacing the baronial chairs.

■ Baronesses said they are OK with covered camp chairs
■ Eventually we could look into X-chairs at the next Pennsic

○ We may want to consider making new SCA signs as the ones we have are
getting up there in age and the condition on some of them are going down.

■ Possibly a workshop to repair or replace in the near future
○ If anyone has anything to go into storage, please let me know

● Chatelaine - Dionisia
○ Nothing

● Herald - Kit
○ Kingdom Herald is transitioning to a new person
○ Asked about the check for the Skald heraldry and haven’t heard back yet
○ Still considering a populous badge

● MOAS - A’isha/Clarice
○ Monthly A&S meetings continue. I'd like to have a mixed Zoom/in person meeting

on Saturday, July 31st at my place (contact tracing, distancing, outdoors - so in
person is weather dependent).



● Webminister/Chronicler - Isabel
○ Webminister:

■ Asked for an update… website is broken
○ Chronicler:

■ No Report
● Social Media Officer- Kit

○ Nothing New.
● Seneschal - Christoffel/Isabella/Casimer

○ There is a new sign the SCA is requiring us to post at all events & practices. It
can be found in the files section of the Facebook group

○ There is a movement to wear ribbons to indicate levels of comfort with contact
while at events. The Kingdom wants to not have an official stake in this. That
means that they can not be given out at or near the gate table or by any event
staff.

■ This may or may not be a great idea, but the concern is to not cause any
person to feel singled out or othered and it is the official policy of the East
Kingdom at this point.

○ The newly loosened pandemic restrictions are in place. I’ll keep monitoring the
changes as they happen and affect our events, practices, classes and meetings.

○ I have a lot of work to do on the Baronial Custom document. I also need to
update the website with the current(est) version.

○ If you do not have a Deputy, please get one!
● Baronial Coronet - Worm & Rhode

○ Worm
■ I had a great day at Shoot No Pennsic Thank you!

○ Rhode
■ Thank you for Shoot No Pennsic. It was great to come back to a small

group. To all  “great job”. Many comments of “This is what the SCA used
to be for me” were shared

■ We still need award recommendations for Champion’s Day
Past Events
● Shoot no Pennsic Casimer/Temair

○ Shoot! No Pennsic!! Was held at Vasa Park July 17 th .
○ Principal Event Stewards Casimir Sarkastyczny, Temair Ingen Muired
○ First a big thank You to everyone that helped out at the event.
○ I need to contact the Vasa people to get back the deposit fee, unless we are

going to roll it forward to champions day.
○ Very few people used the Changing tents. But I was pleased to have them.
○ Our attendance was low. Possible reasons include.

■ New event, Covid, Crown Tourney, Paypal only registration
○ What worked!

■ Mid-day court, Thrown Weapons, Archery, Gate
■ PayPal made gate really easy it would make a big event much easier

● Less cash needed on hand for change, less monitoring of the cash
box.

● Simplifies contact tracing
○ What did not work



■ Vasa is hard to find
● Need more emphasis on what information to enter into GPS apps
● Write up directions to Vasa Park from I15 or I91
● Need to get the SCA signs up and posted (manpower issue)

■ We had bottle water available but should have put up signage about it.
Upcoming Events
● Champions Day - Llewellwyn/Gwentlian.

○ I went to the BBM baronial meeting again. They've approved the whole 7 hours
we said we wanted to do for the event.  Total cost is $800 plus a $150 security
deposit that will be split evenly between the baronies ($400 and $75
respectively).

■ I still need to get in touch with their exchequer to get the check but until i
send in the contract with the money, our date isn't reserved yet.

■ It might be easiest to just roll over the Shoot No Pennsic deposit to
Champion’s day

○ BBM brought up a good point about what happens if the world shuts down again.
I'll be calling them tomorrow to find out if we'll be refunded if the governor shuts
down the state before we get a chance to hold this event.

○ It would be acceptable for us to pay for everything and have BBM compensate
after for their half to facilitate getting checks to the site and other needs.

○ I will need a copy of the insurance for the site. As we just had an event there, I
might ask them if they need another copy as they were just given one.

■ Sent via email - Christoffel
○ Baron/ess BBM said they will not need court time as they plan to instill their

champions at Yule.
○ I have begun reaching out to the champions whom I've seen in person but will be

making more of an effort with Gwenllian this week to get the champs in contact
with each other so they can start coming up with their tournaments. As of right
now, their archery champion slot is empty but they said they had something in the
works so I'm not sure if Casimir is running the tourney alone or with help yet.

○ Champions
■ BBM DSH
■ Casimir Sarkastyczny (archery)
■ Agnes de lyon Llewellyn Walsh (fencing)
■ Angus Gove MacKinnon Viktor Dominik (heavy)
■ Gwilyn of Flint Wymarc de Glen (thrown)

● St. Elegius- Cancelled for 2021
● Balfar's Challenge

○ It is not too early to begin discussing this we need an autocrat
Old Business
● Where are we on the Microsoft Office Suite for Exchequer

○ Maria-Workin on it
New Business

● Questions:
○ What are the requirements for Freya’s Cup?



■ Hospitality, opening one’s home for classes & such,
welcoming newcomers

○ Should we consider purchasing an EZ-up or two for the barony
when doing small events

■ Sounds like a great idea, let’s price some out.
● Considering a Luna’s Challenge event (hashing it around)

○ Need to discuss it with Luna to see if she is interested and what
she’d like to do

○ Need to get out of Covid rules first
● COVID plague cookbook of both in and out of period recipes is still taking

submissions.
○ Site your source & what region/time the recipe is from or just list as

general Plague Cooking.
○ It is on the website and awaiting more contributions

● Officer’s and Autocrat’s Handbook
○ Catalina has a template for us to contribute to. Please send her

submissions to be added to the document
○ A&S has been submitted


